UB40 - Band
The band members began as friends who knew each other from various schools across Birmingham. The
name "UB40" was selected in reference to the signing-on document issued to people claiming unemployment
benefit from the government's Department
of Employment at the time of the band's
formation. The UB40 no longer exists,
although

the

term

is

still

well

understood to refer to unemployment
claims in the UK. Following a serious
assault on Ali Campbell he received a
hefty compensation package which he put
towards funding musical instruments for
the fledgling band members.
The origins of what would become UB40
began when in mid-1978 guitarist Ali
Campbell,

together

with

the

rhythm

section of drummer Jimmy Brown and
bassist Earl Falconer, began rehearsing
charting reggae songs in addition to some of their own original compositions. They were soon joined by
several of their friends'; firstly percussionists' Yomi Babayemi and Norman Hassan, and then saxophonist
Brian Travers and keyboardist Jimmy Lynn. Robin Campbell, although initially reluctant to commit to
forming a band with the others, was invited to join once again by his brother and bought a guitar with
which to do so in December of that year. Once Robin had joined the others in their jamming sessions, the
eight musicians formed a band, deciding on the name 'UB40' after a friend suggested it was an adequate
name given the unemployed status of all of the band
members. Prior to this, Travers had work as an
electrical apprentice for NG Bailey; whilst Robin
Campbell had been an apprentice toolmaker
Their first gig took place on 9 February 1979 at The
Hare & Hounds Pub in Kings Heath, Birmingham for a
friend's birthday party. This was commemorated in
October 2011 by the unveiling of a plaque at the
venue, indicating the band receiving the Performing
Rights Society's Music Heritage Award.
UB40

caught

their

first

break

when

Chrissie

Hynde saw them at a pub and gave them an opportunity
as a support act to her band, The Pretenders.
UB40's first single, "King"/"Food for Thought" was
released on Graduate Records, a local independent
label run by David Virr. It reached No. 4 on the UK
Singles Chart.
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